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PDly PC optimization improves the lifespan of your computer and prevents important and critical data from being infected with virus, bugs, and malware. This is very effective in improving your computer speed and improving the performance of your business. Optimization is useful for removing unwanted
images, files, videos and audio from your system. Below is a well-chosen list of Top PC Optimizer with popular features and links to the website. The list contains both open (free) and commercial (paid) software. 1) IObit Advanced SystemCare Free IObit Advanced SystemCare is an easy-to-use software
to clean, speed up, optimize, protect your system, and protect your online privacy. Features: This tool will help you free up drive space by cleaning unwanted files. It manages to run the items in order to boost the startup of the computer. IObit Advanced SystemCare will improve system security and
refresh your web browser. With this tool you can keep your contacts, blocks unreliable programs and localized email information safe. 2) Piriform CCleaner Piriform CCleaner clears your online tracks, frees up space, and helps you control your machine so it runs faster. It's easy to clean and maintain you
your computer. Features: It provides standard privacy protection. The software optimizes the speed of the Internet and the computer. This tool is faster to run and provide better performance. Get more from the endpoints of The Coustumis cleaning for your needsBoost security business and stay
compatible 3) Iolo System Mechanic Iolo System Mechanic supports a personalized report detailing the problems and a list of recommended fixes. This tool improves PC download times, Internet download speeds, processor performance, drivers, and RAM. Features: It automatically increases processor
speed, hard drive and RAM. Finds an unwanted startup program that slows down your computer. It finds and repairs more than 30,000 different problems. Optimizes hidden Internet settings to download and download pages more quickly. Securely erases browsing history and window security patches
that could harm your computer. Removes more than 50 different unwanted files and frees the disk. 4) CleanMyMac CleanMyMac is all in one package to clean junk and makes your computer work fast. This software can monitor your computer's performance and remove advertising software, malware and
ransomware. Features: It can clean unwanted files such as broken downloads, outdated caches and logs. This tool can find large hidden files. Fix the problem in your computer with one click. Mac operating system. The app can quickly understand software conflicts. 5) Advanced Optimizer System
Advanced Optimizer System is a powerful cleaning and optimization software for Windows 10, 8.1, 8.7, Vista and XP. It cleans your hard drive and runs your computer faster. Features: It provides a distraction to the free gaming experience. You can easily switch between a game computer and a home
machine. Game controls are more responsive. Update the driver you need on your computer to speed up your computer. Reduces the system The tool protects your system from malware and ensures the security of sensitive data. The advanced system optimizer loads files faster. 6) Wise Care 365 Wise
Care 365 is a system maintenance tool that securely cleans unusable files, speeding up your computer's performance. It also provides a variety of custom choices that allow you to clean files they don't need. Features: Clears Internet history and other tracks on available your computers; so it protects your
privacy. Increase your computer performance, defrost, and re-arrange your hard drive. An automatic cleaning of the disk is planned. Automatic software update. 7) Easy PC's lightweight optimizer makes your computer fast, responsive, and unmistakable. This improves the performance of your system in a
few clicks. This tool uses a computer optimization method to customize Your Windows settings in your hardware. Features: This software makes the slowest computer faster in a few minutes. It fixes Windows errors. The easy PC optimizer lets you control hidden window settings. The tool backs up the
registry before it changes any settings. It cleans unwanted files and optimizes the startup. 8) Ashampoo® WinOptimizer Ashampoo® WinOptimizer is an easy-to-use system optimization and cleaning tool. This app allows you to combine drive space with Defrag. It can analyze your hard drive and other
installed equipment. Features: It offers a dashboard for instant access to features. The program supports the Microsoft Edge Chromium browser. It uses an instant algorithm to clean up an unwanted file. Ashampoo provides detailed analysis journals. It has an advanced browser extension manager. 9)
Auslogics BoostSpeed is a tool that checks the entire system and finds unwanted files, reducing the speed of questions, and limiting software failures. Features: You can clear unwanted files, temporary files, unused error logs, web browser cache. It adjusts your Internet settings for smoother browsing
and faster downloads. It removes traces of your activities and protects your confidential information. Detects and fixes problems in real time and keep your system running at high speed. Automatic Memory and Processor Control 10) Restoro Restoro is a useful registry of a clear tool that provides and
safely repairs any PC in an optimized state. This tool will help you remove malicious threats. It also replaces window damage files with new ones. Features: Discovers Dangerous WebsitesRestores max performanceFree Precious Drives Threatening apps before they damage your PCLink: 11) AVG PC
TuneUp AVG PC TuneUp tool will help you make your old computer run faster. This tool has sleep mode technology to increase PC performance, browsing speed and faster drive cleaning process. Features: The tool automatically fixes bugs, cuts and supports your computer. It finds and removes
unwanted programs and viruses. This allows you to clean up more than 200 applications. Deep to clean the hard drive with the Drive CleanerSurf is easier and and with browser Cleaner.AVG PC TuneUp clears the registry automatically. Helps you keep your program up to date with just one click. Update
the entire program with one click. Download the link: 12) SlimCleaner Free SlimCleaner is a PC optimization tool that allows your computer to increase better program response times, more space, and fewer unwanted programs. It has performance mode and power management mode to optimize your
computer. Features: Slimware Cleaner provides information, ratings and recommendations from users. You can delete unnecessary junkware and files that take place and jeopardize your privacy. Scan your computer with one click. It has a performance-enhancing mode to improve your computer's
performance. The tool has a power management mode to effectively manage the power held by the computer. SlimCleaner provides unwanted alert startup items. Download the link: 13) Fixmypc FixMyPc Repair, Optimize, and provide your computer in very new minutes. This tool fixes Windows problems
with a click. Features: You can disable background apps that drain your computer. Finds and removes worms, bots, trojans, spyware, viral attacks. You can keep your computer free from unwanted clutter. This speeds up the computer system by assembling a fragmented file on the machine. The tool
cleans your tracks and protects your privacy. The software has registry cleaners that will help you prevent cathartic programs and slow computers. It has a system setup to improve PC performance. Download the link: 14) PC Booster PC Booster updates and customizes your computer for the best
everyday performance to keep it clean and work as new. Features: Repairing the tool and cleaning files that slow down your computer. Unclear bottlenecks that pull down the performance of the system. It constantly erases your online activities and unwanted files for security reasons. A PC COM cleans
up all accumulated junk. You can clear alerts, glitches, malfunctions, pop-ups, and unwanted startup programs that slow your computer down. Download the link: 15) KwikSolve KwikSolve is a computer utility software that optimizes and protects your computer. It searches for and deletes files that are no
longer in use. Features: It scans your computer and eliminates Malware.With this software application, you can see which programs are configured to run and disable them if you think they are not important. Scan your computer and look for procedures, files, and settings that harm your computer.
Kwiksolve is a tool that speeds your PC and protects your personal files and privacy. Download the link: page 2Regist clean software clears your Windows registry. It removes redundant registry records that increase your PC's speed, so it works faster and without any errors. Below is a hand-picked list of
the Top Registry Cleaner tool with popular features and links to the website. website. the list contains both open (free) and commercial (paid) software. 1) CCleaner CCleaner clears your online tracks, frees up space, and helps you control your machine so it runs faster. It's a simple tool to clean up your
registry and maintain your computer. Features: It provides standard privacy protection. The software optimizes the speed of the Internet and the computer. This tool is faster to run and provide better performance. Setting up cleaning to suit the needs of your business Boost security and staying compatible
2) Advanced SystemCare IObit Advanced SystemCare is an easy and easy-to-use software. This will help you clean, speed up, optimize and protect your system. It also protects your online privacy. This tool will also help you free up drive space by cleaning unwanted files. Features: It manages the run of
items to enhance the startup of the computer. IObit Advanced SystemCare will improve system security and refresh your web browser. Disc Error Resolution - Repair WindowFixFix Windows issuesSingle Click Removal of software residues. 3) RegClean Pro Sys Tweak's advanced Optimizer System is a
powerful cleaning and optimization software for Windows 10, 8.1, 8.7, Vista, and XP. It cleans your hard drive and runs your computer faster. Features: It provides a distraction to the free gaming experience. You can easily switch between a game computer and a home machine. Update the driver you
need on your computer to speed up your computer. This will help you reduce system somies. The tool protects your system from malware and keeps your sensitive data safe. The advanced system optimizer loads files faster. 4) Iolo System Mechanic Iolo System Mechanic supports a personalized report
detailing the problems and a list of recommended fixes. This tool improves PC download times, Internet download speeds, processor performance, drivers, and RAM. Features: It automatically increases processor speed, hard drive and RAM. Finds an unwanted startup program that slows down your
computer. It detects and repairs more than 30,000 different problems. Optimizes hidden Internet settings for faster loads of pages Safely erases browsing history and patches of windows security vulnerabilities that could damage your computer. Removes more than 50 different unwanted files and frees
the disk. 5) CleanMyPC CleanMyPC software product keeps your computer clean and works like a new one. It scans the computer system to increase its speed, clean up unwanted files and improve its performance. Features: With a few clicks, you can find useless and removes them securely. This
allows the user to clear the registry on your computer. Remove Windows apps in the right direction along with their leftovers. This tool provides an easy way to speed up the launch of your computer. It identifies add-ons that you don't need and turns them off. CleanMyPC maintains your online privacy. You
can easily get rid of hibernation files. 6) AVG TuneUp Avast Cleaning is a free registry of clean software that accelerates and cleans your computer. This tool will help you update the software, fix annoying problems, problems, removes viruses. Features: The tool removes broken labels. It removes your
registry. Cleaning Avast automatically updates your apps. It provides a brief overview of the state of the computer. It detects and removes unwanted third-party toolbars and ads. The patented customization method puts all resource-ing apps to sleep. Link: 7) WinUtilities WinUtilities Pro is a software utility
system. It's easy to use and provides an effective solution to improve your computer's performance. It clears drives of information that reduces the performance of your system. Features: This tool removes all traces of activity on your computer. You can add a password to protect your high-cut files.
Effectively manage the memory of windows. It manages Windows settings. Boosts PC speed and fixes disappointing bugs, crashes and freezes your privacy and destroys your privacy and chat history. With this software, you can plan the task of cleaning. Link: 8) SlimCleaner FreeSlimCleaner is a PC
optimization tool that allows your computer to increase the best response time of the program. This will help you manage more space and fewer unwanted programs. It has performance mode and power management mode to optimize your computer. Features: Slimware Cleaner provides information,
ratings and recommendations from users. You can delete unnecessary junkware and files that take place and jeopardize your privacy. This will help you scan your computer with one click. The tool has a power management mode to effectively manage the power held by the computer. It has a
performance-enhancing mode to improve your computer's performance. SlimCleaner provides unwanted alert startup items. Link: 9) WiseCleaner Easy PC optimizer is an easy-to-use system maintenance tool that reliably cleans unusable files to increase your computer's faster performance. It also
provides a variety of custom choices that allow you to clean files they don't need. Features: Cleans up the history of the Internet and other traces on available computers, so it protects your privacy. Increase your computer performance by defrasing and rearranging files on your hard drive. An automatic
cleaning of the disk is planned. Automatic software update. 10) Defensebyte Defensebyte Computer Optimizer is a registry Cleaner tool that encapsulates complex technologies. This will help you study computer failures and registry failures. The tool will also help you block all unwanted URLs. Features:
Scan planning. This amazingly clears the PC registry to free up hardware space. Remove invalid paths/programs. Remove useless file extensions. Empty registry keys. Link: 11) jv16 PowerToolsJv16 PowerTools is a software that works by cleaning the Windows registry, unwanted files and data. This tool
will help you fix the system error automatically and apply optimization to the The tool allows you to remove any software and remove its residues. Features: This speeds up the start of the computer. The tool scans your Windows registry and all your hard drives for data related to the software currently
installed. It is designed to scan your computer for temporary files, remaining files from software that you are no longer blocked. It can be used in a variety of languages such as English, Dutch, German, Francis etc. Link: 12) JetClean JetClean is an easy and easy-to-use registry of a clean tool. The
software will help you delete system unwanted files and improve PC performance. The tool will help you clean up your unwanted history of damaged files in a quick and reliable way. Features: Clears unwanted files and unverified registry recordsImproves PC performance You need very little space in your
computerHelps to speed up the launch of your PC by rearranging the applications Of Reduces system errors and crashesLink: 13) Argente UtilitiesArgente registry cleaner monitors your computer and is constantly looking for problems in your system. This tool also allows you to delete electronic files and
apps. Features: Task schedule without your intervention. Remove malware and clear traces. It offers higher speed and stability. This will help you create a better configuration. Link: 14) Auslogics registry Cleaner Auslogics Registry Cleaner is a tool that checks the entire system and finds unwanted files.



It also reduces speed and also limits software failure. The tool allows you to clean unwanted files, temporary files, unused error logs, web browser cache. Features: You can clean it adjusts your Internet settings for smoother browsing and faster downloads. It removes traces of your activities and protects
your confidential information. Detects and fixes problems in real time and keeps the system running at high speed. Automatic Memory and Processor Management 15) The Glarysoft Registry Repair Registry Cleaner analyzes more than a dozen different areas in your registry. It can identify different types
of system and registry errors. The tool also backs up every time you repair the registry. Features: High-smart engine when invalid registry records are found. High-speed scans with detailed results. Create backups for any registry changes. Improving the performance and stability of the system. Link: 16)
Restoro Restoro is a useful registry of a clear tool that provides and safely repairs The PC is in an optimized state. This tool will help you remove malicious threats. It also replaces window damage files with new ones. Features: Discovers dangerous websitesRestores max performanceFree precious discs
spaceDetects threatening applications before they damage your PCLink: 17) EasyCleaner is a multifunctional software to service the system that clears the Windows registry for records that indicate indicate Features: A multifunctional system maintenance app This will help you improve the performance
of your computerKeeps backup file of all your remote RegistryEasy for use and customizable link: 18) TweakNow RegCleaner TweakNow is free to use RegCleaner. This is the fastest and most reliable registry cleaner program. It's a good idea to clean your Windows registry periodically. Features:
RegCleaner will help you scan the registry to find out-of-date records. This tool accurately identifies out-of-date records. This will help you create a backup file before deleting out-of-date records from the registry. Added support for Windows 10.Link: 19) REGISTRY LIFE Registry Life is a cleaner PC tool
that helps you fix and optimize registry errors. It's a compact, easy-to-use solution and FREE to maintain a system registry. Features: Free and open source registry tool clean toolRepairing registry error with the LifeThe registry tool also offers usefulness for defragmentation and compression registryLink:
20) Vit Registry Fix Vit Registry Fix is free to use the clean programming system to clean the registry from errors. The tool will help you find and delete unwanted files on disks and clear the history list. Features: Powerful Automatic Bug Search Guide to Cleaning Settings Program will help you create a
complete backup and before deleting bugs Optimizing the files Optimizing the files Registry Management Windows Startup and remove the software Work in portable mode on removable drives and othersLink: frequently asked questions✔️ What is the registry of clean tools? Cleaner registry tools are
apps used to remove duplicate items from the Windows registry. ❓ use a registry cleaner? The Clean Software Registry clears your Windows registry. It removes redundant registry records that increase your PC's speed, so it works faster and without any errors. ⚡ What are the general features of registry
cleaners? Common Registry Cleaners: Fix window problems to help you reduce system cata rates. Removes more than 50 different unwanted files and frees the disk. This will help you scan your computer with one click. Click.
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